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Chinese economy is currently facing the transition pains of transferring the 
development mode﹑adjusting the economic structure, the manufacturing sector as a 
representative of the real economy is facing relatively large difficulties. More and 
more enterprises engaged in the traditional manufacturing industry are seeking 
transformation and diversified development, in order to enter the new industry to 
obtain the development space. However, most of the traditional manufacturing 
enterprises are poor in the management system﹑financial resources﹑capital control 
and other aspects etc., the ability to resist risk is also poor. To these diversified 
development enterprise groups, new entrants to the industry often need lot of money 
and resources support. If they expand too fast, without a financial control system with 
reasonable design﹑improving and effective operation, they will fall into management 
control failure﹑capital chain rupture, end up in trouble, or even bankruptcy. 
Therefore, in the period of economic transition, it is of great practical significance to 
study the financial control of enterprise group. 
In this paper, with principal-agent theory﹑investment financial control theory as 
the theoretical basis, the author use the knowledge of finance﹑management﹑
accounting and other economic subject, from the two aspects of financial control 
mode choice and financial control system construction, with LZ group as an example, 
to study a diversified development enterprise group with business unit framework (m) 
architecture how to choose financial control mode and construct financial control 
system, discuss how to promote the development of a  diversified development 
enterprise stably and healthily in the transition period. 
In this paper, the author thinks that the existence of principal-agent problem, and 
the desiration that the funders want to ensure the value of capital investment, is the 
motivation that the parent company of the Group control the subsidiary company with 
financial method; group parent company controlling the subsidiaries requires the 
establishment of financial control system, establishing financial control system need a 
reasonable distribution of financial control rights among the parent company﹑the 
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financial control mode:centralization﹑decentralization﹑ integration, the basis of 
choice is enterprise Group organizational structure mainly﹑development stage﹑and 
other factors;after the financial control mode of enterprise group is determined, the 
specific means of the financial control are need to build the financial control system 
of enterprise group, the main means are: financial system control﹑financial personnel 
Control﹑budget control﹑capital control﹑ internal audit control﹑performance 
evaluation and incentive control. Finally, the author believes that some other 
necessary measures are also need to support the financial control system construction 
and operation, such as the perfection of corporate governance mechanism, the 
improvement of the informationization level of financial management etc.. 
Through this article, the author hopes to provide some reference for the 
diversified development enterprise group wint business unit structure about how to 
construct financial control system. 
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